Icing Piping Nozzles In Stainless Steel & Reusable Silicone Pastry
Bag Launched
The popular PaulaBaking.com store has announced a premiere 'Pastry Bag &amp;
Piping Nozzles' set with a custom designed icing, cream and pastry piping bag and
six elegant stainless steel nozzles to decorate cakes, cupcakes, cookies or biscuits,
available for free with shipping costs only.
The popular PaulaBaking.com store has announced a premiere 'Pastry Bag &amp; Piping Nozzles'
set with a custom designed icing, cream and pastry piping bag and six elegant stainless steel
nozzles to decorate cakes, cupcakes, cookies or biscuits, available for free with shipping costs
only.Deerfield Beach, United States - April 28, 2017 /PressCable/ -The popular PaulaBaking.com store has announced a premium and custom designed 'Pastry Bag
&amp; Pipping Nozzles' set giving away a reusable icing, cream and pastry bag with six elegant
stainless steel piping nozzles for decoration of cakes, biscuits and cookies.
More
information
is
available
at
https://paulabaking.com/products/free-shipping-silicone-icing-cream-pastry-bag-with-6pcs-stainlesssteel-decorating-nozzle-set.
The PaulaBaking.com is a popular and acclaimed e-commerce store known for its leading selection
of quality, dependable and affordable baking, pastry or cake decoration accessories and utensils
ideal for the baking men and women around the globe looking to get the most out of their cakes,
pastry and desserts.
The renowned baking accessories store has announced that its highly coveted 'Pastry Bag &amp;
Piping Nozzles' set featuring a reusable and practical light blue icing, cream and pastry bag in food
grade quality silicone, six elegant stainless steel piping nozzles and a white converter, is now
available for free with shipping costs only.
The custom designed pastry bag by PaulaBaking.com is also durable, practical to clean and easy to
squeeze with its smooth interior and rough gripping exterior. The classic, stylish icing piping nozzles
are made with high quality stainless steel and offer a variety of patterns to allow for the most easy,
precise and creative decoration of any type of cake, cupcake, biscuits and cookies.
More information on PaulaBaking's pastry bag and six nozzle set or the free plus shipping offer can
be consulted at the website link provided above along with instructions for the installation of the
nozzles and converters or details on its the premiere range of baking and decorating tools, cupcake,
chocolate and biscuit molds or baking &amp; pastry spatulas, mats or utensils it has in store.
The PaulaBaking.com team explains that "as one of the leading suppliers of quality baking and
pastry accessories, we are always striving to outdo ourselves to meet the needs of baking men and
women around the world. This high quality and custom designed Icing Pastry Bag with six piping
nozzles is an absolute must have for any type of cake, biscuit or cookie decoration and, yes, we are
now giving them away for free, just paying shipping and handling."
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